*WTF? *Why the Face
Assessing Your Patient with Facial Diagnosis
Saturday, April 13, 2019
8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. (Lunch will be provided)
Clayton Plaza Hotel • 7750 Carondelet Ave • Clayton, MO 63105

Professional Tuition:
$195
8 hours CEU approved

Register at
drtoddfrisch.com/events
Newly released book, WTF? Why the Face by Dr. Todd Frisch and Abbie Belliston, will be available for purchase.

Join Dr. Todd Frisch, Dr. Robert Cass and Abbie Belliston for a unique program that will help you see and treat your
patients in a profoundly different way. With almost 80 years of combined clinical experience, Drs. Frisch and Cass
will lead you on a journey of discovery that will include clinically-tested therapies (melding facial diagnosis with
natural remedies) that will improve your patient’s health challenges like never before.
We believe the face mirrors what is going awry within the body. It is our clinical observation that one must be twothirds sick before medical tests can begin to show abnormalities. This is often too late. When you understand this
ancient yet simple technique, you will be able to detect the signs of declining health before the medical tests
reveal a negative diagnosis and provide the patient the supportive natural remedies to change the trajectory of
their declining health.
Abbie Belliston will detail the premise of WTF? Why the Face and teach you how to use the book in your practice.

•••
Dr. Todd Frisch
As a chiropractor for 37 years, Dr. Todd Frisch specialized in functional medicine, nutrition,
homeopathy, kinesiology, acupuncture, iridology, traditional Chinese medicine and facial diagnosis.
After retiring from his private practice in 2017, Dr. Todd continues his effort to Transform Healthcare:
One Patient at a Time by teaching like-minded practitioners how to gather the diagnostic puzzle
pieces that make up the unique health picture of their patients. He is also the founder of SHAPE
ReClaimed and co-author of WTF? Why the Face.

Dr. Robert Cass
Dr. Cass is a Naturopathic Physician, Clinician, Master Formulator, researcher and educator for 46
years in the field of Clinical BioEnergetic Medicine. He promotes a broad perspective that embraces
yet moves beyond the traditional views of “flat world” medicine to encompass the dynamic ranges of
physics and energetic influences. He is also the founder of Physica Energetics, which provides Handcrafted Ethno Intrinsic Spagyric Botanicals and Homeopathics and Matrix Nutritionals.

Abbie Belliston
Abbie is currently a PhD student and copy writer for SHAPE ReClaimed. She is also the youngest
daughter of Dr. Todd Frisch and began intensely studying facial diagnosis in 2014. It quickly became
a passion and she and Dr. Todd decided to combine their talents to write WTF? Why the Face to help
physicians learn more about themselves and their patients and help people heal.
For more information, call 636-484-8444

